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WINTER 2019
Remodeling

In this issue, Su Casa shines a spotlight on beautiful remodeling projects ranging
from single rooms and outdoor spaces to comprehensive, whole-house renovations.
Plus, tips from loan experts on financing your own home improvements.
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Ad space deadline: November 9. On-sale date: December 21, 2018
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SPRING 2019

Bathrooms, Gardening, and Spring Homes of Enchantment Parade
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Beautiful bathrooms are featured, as well as gorgeous gardens that thrive in the high
desert. We also include full coverage of the HBACNM’s Spring Homes of Enchantment
Parade. (This issue is distributed at spring Albuquerque home shows, the Spring Homes
of Enchantment Parade in April, and the Santa Fe Home Show in March.)

Ad space deadline: February 22. On-sale date: April 5, 2019
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SUMMER 2019

Kitchens and Outdoor Living
kitchens

we love

East Mountains
contemporary
peaceful, easy

This issue highlights the unique designs and fabulous features shaping today’s
Southwest kitchens. We also look at innovative, inspiring outdoor spaces that are
perfect for relaxing and entertaining under the New Mexico skies.

Ad space deadline: May 3 On-sale date: June 10, 2019
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AUTUMN 2019
Fall Homes of Enchantment Parade
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Su Casa’s Autumn issue offers complete coverage of the Fall Homes of Enchantment
Parade, including maps, builder listings, and detailed home information. (This issue of
Su Casa is distributed at the homes included in the Homes of Enchantment Parade in
October.)

Ad space deadline: August 9. On-sale date: September 20, 2019
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IN EVERY ISSUE

Regular departments focus on building, remodeling, and decorating, all while celebrating our one-of-a-kind
New Mexico lifestyle. Su Casa’s expanded Life+Style Southwest section features local building and design
news, decorating tips from local experts, great new products (with details on where to buy them locally), and
more. In Design Studio, creative interior design professionals offer design advice for homeowners; in Su
Cocina, we visit with the area’s top chefs, as well as home cooking enthusiasts in their own beautiful kitchens.
In addition, each issue of Su Casa features stories on new and remodeled New Mexico homes, in styles from
Southwest Pueblo and Territorial to Old World and Contemporary.

Call today to reserve your ad space: 505-344-1783

